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2 Hydrodynamic response to initial state 
Final Particle flow 

Space-time dynamics 

Radial Flow  Harmonic Flow  Initial Shape Initial Size 

High energy: approx. linear 
response in each event: 
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Initial State Nuclear  
Structure 

Imaging? Hydro-response 

?? 
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3 Shape of nuclei 

Prolate: a=b<c à β2, γ=0 
Oblate: a<b=c  à β2, γ=π/3 or -β2,γ=0  

Quadrupole: 

Octupole: 

Hexadecapole: 



4 Shape of nuclei 

Quadrupole: 

Octupole: 

Hexadecapole: 

Hill-Wheeler 
coordinate 
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5 Shape of nuclei 

Main tool: transition rates B(En) among low lying states 

Hill-Wheeler 
coordinate 

Shape determined by minimizing the potential energy surface 

B.N. Lu, Meng Jie	
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n  Shape from B(En), radial profile from e+A or ion-A scattering 

6 Nuclear structure vs HI method 

e- 

n  Probe entire mass distribution: multi-point correlations  

nuclear shape imaging via collective flow response  



7 Evidence of deformation in U+U vs Au+Au  

PRL 115, 222301 (2015) 

v2 variance v2 kurtosis 

<v2
2> 

Large deformation in 238U 
relative to 197Au strongly 
influence flow signals  

β2U  ~ 0.28 
β2Au~ -0.13? 

Working to turn these into 
a quantitative tool ! 

8% 3% 

[pT] variance [pT] skewness v2-[pT] covariance 

Collisions at √sNN=193-200 GeV 



8 Parametric forms: nuclear shape 

•   εn has the form 

2109.00604 

•                     has the form 

•  Two particle correlation 

•   Again linear response to relate to final state: 

In reality for medium size nucleus and ignore β4.  



Change β3 

9 Parametric dependence See 2106.08768 

medium size system: 

96X+96X 

Change β2 



10 Triaxiality γ:                   
Prolate Oblate Triaxial 

body+body tip+tip body+body tip+tip 



11 Influence of triaxiality on initial state  

Use variance to constrain β2, use skewness to constrain γ 

variances insensitive to γ 
 
 Only a function of β2 in central 

Skewness super sensitive to γ J 
 

 
   Described by 



12 (β2,γ) diagram in heavy-ion collisions 
The (β2,γ) dependence in 0-1% 
U+U Glauber model can be 
approximated by: 

Collision system scan to map out this trajectory: calib. coefficients 
with species with known β,γ, then predict for species of interest. 

Map from (β2,γ) plane to HI observables  

? 

How about 



n  Clear sensitivity to the triaxiality of 129Xe. 

13 Triaxiality from v2
2-pT correlation at LHC 

B Bally, M Bender, G Giacalone, V Somà 2108.09578 



n  Unique running mode of RHIC and STAR to minimize the 
detector systematics 
n  0.4% precision is achieved in ratio of many observables between 

two isobar systemsà precision imaging tool  

14 Isobar collisions as precision tool 

A key question for any 
HI observable O 

Deviation from 1 must has its origin in the nuclear structure, which is 
reflected by the initial state and then survives the final state. A precision tool 

to study initial state and final state responses  
 

n  Many pairs of isobars in the nuclear chart for structure study  
n  Small system isobar such as 10B and 10Be. 
n  Large system isobar up to 250Cm and 250Cf 

Can help many heavy ion 
physics questions  



15 Compare with isobar data 

Use these ratios to probe shape and radial structure of nuclei. 

Large 3,Zr

Large 2,Ru

Nuclear deformation   
+ Radial structures 

H. Xu et al., arXiv:1808.06711, 2103.05595
Q. Shou et al., arXiv:1409.8375

STAR, arXiv:2109.00131

C. Zhang et al., arXiv:2109.01631

G. Giacalone et al., 2105.01638

see Chunjian Zhang talk next 



n  We collided several odd-mass ones L for which deformation is harder to constrain 

16 Future Opportunities 

A list of large systems 
from RHIC and LHC 

n  STAR proposed to explore such opportunities in the next few years 
n  Part1: calibrate systematics with two species around 197Au: 208Pb & 198Hg 

n  Quantify effects of Au deformation and better constrain on the initial state 

n  Part2: explore more exotic regions for triaxial and octupole deformations 
n  Scan a isotopic chain: 144Sm (β2=0.08),148Sm (β2=0.14,triaxial),154Sm (β2=0.34)  
n  Compare a pair with equal mass: 154Sm (β2 = 0.34) and 154Gd (β2 = 0.31)  

STAR Beam Use Request for RUN 2022-2025 

 5 days each 
opportunistically 

potentially for 
2026 

Stay tuned! 

n  However due to priority of sPHENIX, very limited possibility at RHIC.  
n  But maybe at LHC beyond 2030? and other heavy ion facilities such as NICA? 
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18 Radial structure of nuclei 

Witold Nazarewicz 

Δrnp=Rn-Rp. R0 

PRL102,122502, 2009 

Higher radial moments  
1911.00699 2101.00320 

2101.07680 



19 shape/size landscape from NS 

 PRC102, 024311 (2020) 

PRL.87.082501 

β3-landscape 

Pretty much infinite possibilities. 

96Zr 

Δrnp-landscape 

PRL102,122502, 2009 

β2-landscape 

Radii-landscape 


